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Silect Operations Portal  
Implement DevOps-Driven Monitoring to Simplify Operations 
 

DevOps is transforming the way 
organizations are developing, 
deploying and operating 
applications, systems and IT 
infrastructure accelerating time to 
market for new applications and 
systems leading to a more agile 
organization. A key component of 
DevOps is enabling application 
teams to take ownership of 
monitoring the health of their 
applications and systems leading to 
what we call DevOps-driven 
monitoring. 

 

 

 

But there are many challenges to 
adopting DevOps-driven monitoring 
as it represents an organizational 
shift in the way IT is managed. And 
for System Center Operations 
Manager (SCOM) users adopting 
DevOps-driven monitoring is 
especially difficult because the tools 
make effective delegation of 
responsibilities impossible.  

Introducing the Silect 
Operations Portal  
The new Silect Operations Portal 
can help your organization move 
towards DevOps and DevOps-
driven monitoring. The new 
portal empowers business groups 
to manage their own systems and 
applications while control is 
maintained for the overall 
monitoring infrastructure. 
Business groups get just enough 
access so they can fully manage 
their applications however 
guardrails are in place ensuring 
they can’t bypass central policies.  

Feature Overview 

• View and share monitoring 
configuration details with 
stakeholders 

• Safely delegate the 
management of monitoring 
configurations 

• Easily enable onboarding of 
new monitoring scenarios 

• Programmatically adjust 
monitoring configurations  

• All features are REST API 
accessible enabling 
integration and automation 
scenarios  
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Microsoft Azure Management 
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By giving you the ability to safely 
and effectively delegate IT 
functions to business groups and 
applications owners, the Silect 
Operations Portal enables your 
organizations to adopt DevOps-
driven monitoring enabling a 
more agile organization.  

 

Learn more about the new Silect 
Operations Portal at:  

https://www.silect.com/DevOps 

 


